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W
hen Rosie bought the 1987

Turbo we own over seven

years ago, I had no idea

entering vintage races would be where

our Porsche odyssey would eventually

take us. Andre Luste told us about the

San Diego Porsche club and the

driving events at the stadium so once

we joined PCA I got a schedule and

we went to out first autocross a couple

of months later. I immediately found

that a 930 having lots of power

coupled to a four speed transmission

made for some serious frustration

since those pesky 914s were as fast or

faster than I was! I did some soup up

work to the engine but it still had

terrible gearing for short track racing

and I began toying with the idea of

converting it to a five speed. Rosie

said “ why not get a 914 instead?” so I
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started looking and what should

appear but Jerry Beauchane’s 914 for

a pretty reasonable price. Notice I still

have not said anything about track

racing yet and we

had not really

though about it

until Julia Jr.

went to an SCCA

driving school at

Holtville and

decided she

wanted to do

even more

exciting racing

than out time

trials.

Well, the more I

though about it,

the more it

sounded like a lot of fun, but as I

started looking it became very

apparent that it was going to be pretty

tough getting a 914 and especially a

914-4 at that into any racing

organization. I started working

towards making the car into a road

racer from a PCA time trial car and it

took about eight months. The first

thing I did was get a copy of the

SCCA GCRs or general classification

rules since they are the most

restrictive when it comes to safety

items. I talked to the SCCA region’s

chief scrutineer several times and get

a wealth of details on such things as

roll cage tubing, seat brace, fire

systems, etc. At this time I also found

out that four cylinder 914s are terribly

restricted in the SCCA but that you

John geared up and ready to go racing.

Rosie and me in final stage for the race on Sunday
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can convert to a six and let

the engine go all the way to

2.7 liters. I couldn’t afford

that since it would have to be

a period type of engine, that

means no Motronic or

Jetronic fuel systems and no

easy bolt in six conversions!

So what should I do? I

contacted the Vintage Auto

Racing Association (VARA)

but they said my car was too

new and SVARA said the

same thing and since it did not

have a “pedigree” or race

history it could not get

accepted! I kept working

along, installing the needed

safety equipment since I

figured someday, we could

race it somewhere? John

Rickard at Black Forest

mentioned one day about an

East coast group called

Historic Sports Racing (HSR)

and he though they might

have a group starting out

here. Sure enough, with some

good internet searching I

found there was indeed HSR-

West. I called and was told

“sure we’d love to have you

and we have classes for those

cars that aren’t famous too”!

So I decided to go vintage

racing since it is a little less

competitive and less stressful

than some other organizations

and they have 5 or 6 races a

year so I can do the ones I

want and get Julia Jr.

licensed too. So exactly what

did I have to do to get to my

first race, which was last

October at Willow Springs:

here’s the scoop divided

between driver and car.

The HSR-West safety rules

refer to the period rules of

the car and the organization it

was raced under with some

Another shot of the beautiful 914-6 from Phoenix Az

356 owned by Damion Englen from Utah.

911T from the San Diego Region

Some of the cars from Wayne Baker's shop.

updates. A roll bar is

required but I installed a

full cage from Auto Power,

which took me a full week

end. A fire extinguisher is

required but again I went

with a remote bottle system

and a separate handheld

bottle. An externally

operated electronic kill

switch that kills everything

is mandatory. A fuel cell is

also required and I found

them to be a major

expense, but Jae Lee

helped me out with a used

one. There must be tow

eyes front and rear and

they must be marked so the

tow truck can readily see

them. Window nets or arm

restraints must be used and

I also installed a radio

system so the car can talk

to the pits and visa-versa. I

already had a video system

so I did some relocation of

where the recorder is

mounted. I left intact the

full interior, since the

factory GT cars were

raced like this and it

makes the car a little more

civilized! As for the

engine, I figured a big

four would let me keep up

with the 914-6s which

seemed to have a lot of

power for only 2.0 liters?!

For the driver, it was pretty

simple really, the helmet

must be SA-95 or newer

and you also need either a

face shield or goggles, one

piece fire suit, nomex

underwear, socks, shoes,

gloves, etc. I had to get a

racing physical and since

HSR-West did not have a

form of there own, I used

the one from the SCCA

web site. The PCA club
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914-6 front trunk detail, beautiful fabrication work.

racing site also has one and they are

pretty similar and either is accepted. I

asked Jerry Beauchane to write a

letter of recommendation for me and I

sent off my Zone 8 time trial

permit and was accepted as a

member with probation for my

first couple of races.

The first race was at Willow

Springs last October and what

an experience it was. There

were several 914s and several

356s and lots of Alphas,

Triumphs, MGs and

BMW2002s. The race weekend

was a BLAST and the first time

I got to pass a Lotus in turn

five made all the work well

worth it! Now I just have to get

the bugs ironed out of the car

and get myself polished up and

I’ll be set, but Julia Jr. keeps reminding

me she wants to drive and I think I’ll

let her since she is much easier on the

machinery than I am. We’ll get her

physical this summer and let her get

some time in the car before

the next race, which is in

October.

Finally, is all the effort worth

it, hell YES it is! The fun of

driving against other period

race cars is a thrill hard to

describe! The mixture of cars

from Trans-Am monsters to

Lola T-294 to ex-Formula

One cars to humble little

914s make a race weekend

something to cherish. Now, if

I could only get into the

vintage race at Coronado and

be the only 914-4 there!!!!


